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Trustworthy Computing: Analytical and Quantitative Engineering EvaluationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"The book itself is a commendable achievement, and it deals with the security and software reliability theory in an integrated fashion with emphasis on practical applications to software engineering and information technology. It is an excellent and unique book and definitely a seminal contribution and first of its kind."
...
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American Religions: An Illustrated HistoryABC Clio, 2000


	As the twenty-first century begins, the United States has emerged as not only the most powerful nation on earth, but also by far the most religiously diverse nation ever. Several thousand distinct religious communities live side-by-side in relative harmony, and in any urban area it is not unusual to see a Catholic church...
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Java CookbookO'Reilly, 2001
This book offers Java developers short, focused pieces of code that are easy to incorporate into other programs. The idea is to focus on things that are useful, tricky, or both. The book's code segments cover all of the dominant APIs and should serve as a great "jumpingoff place" for Java developers who want to get started in areas...
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Big Book of Windows HacksO'Reilly, 2007
Bigger, better, and broader in scope, the Big Book of Windows Hacks gives you everything you need to get the most out of your Windows Vista or XP system, including its related applications and the hardware it runs on or connects to. Whether you want to tweak Vista's Aero interface, build customized sidebar gadgets and run them from a USB...
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Marketing Your Consulting Services : A Business of Consulting ResourcePfeiffer, 2003
"Elaine Biech keeps her promises. Just open Marketing Your Consulting Services to the preface, and you see that she promises practical. Then she immediately delivers— on the very same page! Flip to any page, and the same is true. That's a stunning achievement. And Elaine's advice works. I tried one of her first fourteen...
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Image and Video Processing in the Compressed DomainCRC Press, 2011

	With more and more images and videos being available in the compressed
	format, researchers have started taking interest in the aspect of designing
	algorithms for different image operations directly in their domains of representation.
	This would not only avoid the inverse and forward transformation
	steps and potentially make the...
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Drupal 6 Panels CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	The Drupal Panels module allows a site administrator to create customized layouts for multiple uses. At its core, it is a drag and drop content manager that lets you visually design a layout and place content within that layout. Guidance is required when it comes to successfully implementing panels in your CMS. The Panels module lacks...
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Wiki Government: How Technology Can Make Government Better, Democracy Stronger, and Citizens More PowerfulBrookings Institution Press, 2009
For seventy-seven days, from election day to inauguration day, the Obama-Biden Transition Project convened in a nondescript office building in northwest Washington, D.C. Most of the transition work involved sending expert volunteers into federal agencies to research and write briefing binders for the incoming department heads. In addition, seven...
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Learning RSLogix 5000 ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become proficient in building PLC solutions in Integrated Architecture from the ground up using RSLogix 5000


	About This Book

	
		Introduction to the Logix platform and Rockwell Automation terminology, with resources available online in the literature library
	
		Build real-world Rockwell...
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RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux: 100 Success Secrets on RHCE Linux Test Preparation, Study Guides, Practice Exams, Braindumps, Certification ExamEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
Red Hat Certified Engineer (RHCE) is a performance-based test that measures actual competency on live systems. Called the "crown jewel of Linux certifications," RHCE proves an individual's ability to configure networking services and security on servers running a Red Hat OS.
  The rise of Red Hat has been marvelous to watch. Starting...
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Fatigue of Structures and MaterialsSpringer, 2009


	Fatigue of structures and materials covers a wide scope of different topics.

	The purpose of the present book is to explain these topics, to indicate

	how they can be analyzed, and how this can contribute to the designing

	of fatigue resistant structures and to prevent structural fatigue problems in

	service.

	This book is...
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Getting Started with Oracle Event Processing 11gPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create and develop real-world scenario Oracle CEP applications


	Overview

	
		A unique insight and fascinating event driven journey that breathes life into Oracle Event Processing.
	
		Explore the evolution and major capabilities of this innovative Oracle product in a step by step, building block...
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